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Ralf Bachmayer, Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science
Wolfgang Banzhaf, Department of Computer Science
Donald Bass, Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science
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Amanda Bittner, Department of Political Science
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John Brosnan, Department of Biochemistry
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Robert Brown, Department of Biochemistry
Heather Carnahan, School of Human Kinetics and Recreation
Antony Card, Grenfell
Sherri Christian, Department of Biochemistry
Ratana Chuenpagdee, Department of Geography
Michael Clair, The Harris Centre
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Claude Daley, Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science
Rodolphe Devillers, Department of Geography
Ann Dorward, Faculty of Medicine
Carrie Dyck, Department of Linguistics
Holly Everett, Department of Folklore
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Noreen Golfman, Provost and Vice-President (Academic)
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Georg Gunther, Grenfell
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Marlene MacCullum, Grenfell
Marguerite MacKenzie, Department of Linguistics
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Sean McGrath, Department of Philosophy
Duncan McIlroy, Department of Earth Sciences
Justin Mellor, Department of Justice, Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
Marco Merkli, Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Michael Morrow, Department of Physics and Physical Oceanography
Martin Mulligan, Department of Biochemistry
Faye Murrin, Department of Biology
Barbara Neis, Department of Sociology
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Theo Norvell, Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science
Jeff Parsons, Faculty of Business Administration
Dennis Peters, Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science
Stephen Piercey, Department of Earth Sciences
Kris Poduska, Department of Physics and Physical Oceanography
Wei Qui, Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science
Lisa Rankin, Department of Archaeology
Matthew Rise, Department of Ocean Sciences
Hans Rollman, Department of Religious Studies
Sharon Roseman, Department of Anthropology
John Sandlos, Department of History
Robert Shea, Marine Institute
Paul Snelgrove, Department of Ocean Sciences
Aimée Surprenant, School of Graduate Studies
Ramachandran Venkatesan, Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science
Carolyn Walsh, Department of Psychology
John Weber, School of Pharmacy
Terry-Lynn Young, Faculty of Medicine